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ABSTRACT

This thesis analyzes Nikolay Roslavets’s *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano* and Arthur Lourié’s *Azbuka* and *Corona Carminum Sacrorum*, all works written during the height of the composers’ involvement with the Russian Futurist movement. These works represent opposite means of compositional experimentation. Lourié used Russian folk influences to stretch the limits of tonality through the use of *peremennost’*. *Azbuka* and *Corona Carminum Sacrorum* contain equal tonal centers of A minor and C major with secondary harmonic areas of E minor and G major. Roslavets, however, invented his own system of composing with synthetic chords to free himself from past artistic trends. A combination of voice-leading analysis and set–class analysis reveals three types of transpositional organization: cyclic, derivative, and varied. Each type of transpositional organization has a different function that shapes the harmonic and ortho-graphical landscape of the songs. Lourié’s works manifest his shift to “new simplicity” (Sitsky, 87) as a means of musical experimentation whereas Roslavets sought to expand the boundaries of composition with synthetic chords.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Arthur Lourié (1892–1966) and Nikolay Roslavets1 (1881–1944) are two composers whose musical contributions are only recently coming to light in the West, largely due to tragic historical circumstances. Both composers found themselves effectively written out of history with the rise of the Stalin regime in the 1920’s and 1930’s and, consequently, many of their works were either lost or destroyed. In the 1910’s Lourié and Roslavets flourished in avant-garde artistic communities in Moscow and St. Petersburg which granted them compositional freedom and exposure to new music from around Europe. Roslavets’s and Lourié’s provocative compositional style drew the attention of prominent Russian Futurists, such as David Burlyuk and Benedikt Livshits, who in turn gave their music a platform.2 This thesis examines the opposite approaches Lourié and Roslavets took in their synthesis of avant-garde art and poetry into music. Lourié’s Corona Carminum Sacrorum and Azbuka combine eclectic subject matter with Russian theoretical thought that challenges tonality and past poetic practices. Roslavets’s Four Songs for Voice and Piano reveals the Russian attempt at composing atonal music and methods of organizing a new system free of tonal constraints.

The Russian Futurist movement does not have a concrete beginning, but was founded by a group of artists in response to the impressionist movement in French painting and a reaction against the “decadent” symbolist movement in Russian literature.3 This group of neoimpressionists aimed to synthesize impressionist painting ideals with literature and sought to emphasize

---

1 The system of transliteration used in this thesis is that of Richard Taruskin, which he modified from Gerald Abraham’s system used in the 1980 New Grove Dictionary of Musicians. This system allows uu to be written ii, wà as iy, and ò as i. See Simon Morrison, Russian Opera and the Symbolist Movement (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), xi. Names commonly spelled another way, such as Yavorsky, will not adhere to this system.
3 Ibid, 2–3.
“lyrical realism” in their works. In 1910 a group of likeminded artists published Sadok sudey [“A Trap for Judges”] a collection of prose, poetry, and sketches printed on wallpaper. Contributor Mikhail Matiushin (1861–1934) stated “We understood very well that with [Sadok sudey] we were laying a granite cornerstone as the basis of a new epoch of literature.” Despite their high ambitions for the publication, it received little critical attention and failed to create a manifesto for their beliefs. The creation of Sadok sudey served as the first ever gathering of Russian Futurists, although the group did not refer to themselves by that title. David Burlyuk (1882–1967), and Vasilii Kamenskiy (1884–1961) trace the concrete beginning of the Futurist movement to Sadok sudey in late 1909, but other Futurists disputed their claim and believe the movement began around 1911–1912.

The early Russian Futurists denied any influence of the Italian Futurist movement both in regards to their formation and ideals. Vladimir Markov echoes their opinion: “it is true that in its origins the Russian group was quite independent of the Italians. In 1909 not one of the Sadok people had even heard of Futurism; no one could dream that three years later they would call themselves futurists.” Filippo Tommaso Marinetti (1876–1944) began the Italian Futurist movement with the publication of his Manifesto of Futurism in 1909. The Italian movement was the first to coin the term “futuristi” and aimed to create new and provocative forms of art. Marinetti, refuted the Russian Futurists claims of independence by publishing the following statement in The Russian Gazette (1913):

---

5 Ibid, 8 and 22.
7 Markov, 26.
8 Ibid, 4.
9 Ibid, 8.
10 Ibid, 26–27.
12 Ibid, 343.
There can be no argument that the word Futurism (Futurists, Futuristic) appeared in Russia after my first manifesto was printed in Figaro and reprinted by the most important newspapers throughout the world and, of course, by Russian newspapers and journals.¹³ Arguments for the influence of Italian Futurism on Russian Futurism cite similarities with painting techniques, the chronology of the movements (Italian Futurism came first), and the presence of Italian Futurist manifestos in Russian newspapers beginning in 1910.¹⁴ Unlike the Italian Futurists, the Russian movement was divided into several subsets of Futurism. David Burlyuk founded in the Cubo-Futurist group in 1910 under a different name, Hylaea.¹⁵ The original Hylaeans consisted of David Burlyuk (1882–1967), Vladimir Burlyuk (1886–1917), Vladimir Mayakovskiy (1893–1930), and Benedikt Livshits, all Moscow based poets and artists reacting against the Symbolist movement.¹⁶ Their 1912 treatise “A Slap in the Face of Public Taste” details the group’s philosophy stating that: “Only we are the face of our Time… The past is crowded. The Academy and Pushkin are more incomprehensible than hieroglyphics.”¹⁷ Their controversial statements boosted the fame of the organization and spurred them to change their name to Cubo-Futurists in 1913 and spread to St. Petersburg.¹⁸ On the opposite spectrum was the St. Petersburg based Ego-Futurist group characterized “by urbanist theme(s)...philosophy of extreme individualism, and poetic experiment.”¹⁹ The Ego-Futurist movement contained a strong French influence that juxtaposes the Russian sovereignty of the Cubo-Futurists, although both groups experimented with neologism and irreverent poetry.²⁰

¹³ Douglas, 229.
¹⁴ Ibid.
¹⁵ Ibid, 32.
¹⁶ Ibid.
¹⁷ David Burlyuk, Aleksei Kruchenikh, Vladimir Mayakovskiy, and Victor Khlebnikov, Poščečina obščestvennomu vkusu. (Drucker, 1912). Translated in Markov, 45.
¹⁸ Markov, 45 and 117.
¹⁹ Ibid, 88 and 117–118.
²⁰ Ibid, 60 and 62.
While Russian Futurism was primarily a literary and artistic movement, it greatly influenced musicians, especially composers. This thesis examines *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano* by Nikolay Roslavets and *Corona Carminum Sacrorum* and *Azbuka* by Arthur Lourié written during the height of their involvement with the Russian Futurist movement (1913–1917). Although Russian Futurism was a loosely defined term among the Russian composers, their artistic aims were similar to those of the founders of the Russian Futurist movement. My thesis focuses on the compositional methods of these different Russian Futurist composers, who sought to create a new musical sound in congruence with their era of artistic freedom and experimentation.

Nikolay Roslavets was born to a peasant family in Dushatino, Ukraine on January 5, 1881, where he grew up in impoverished circumstances and taught himself how to read and write.\(^{21}\) After learning piano and violin by ear, Roslavets began taking theory lessons from Arkadiy Maksimovich Abaza in the 1890s.\(^{22}\) This training served as a catalyst for Roslavets to leave his rural settings and enroll in the Moscow Conservatory in 1902.\(^{23}\) Roslavets spent ten years studying violin and composition at the Moscow Conservatory and won the silver medal for his cantata “Heaven and Earth.”\(^{24}\) Roslavets was not fond of his time at Moscow Conservatory and states in his personal memoir, “Having at last been freed from the fetters of school and having entered upon independent creation, I felt from the very first that in order to speak my own word in music, I must absolutely be finished with all the baggage I received at school.”\(^{25}\) Roslavets’s desire to create something new led to the creation of his system of composing with synthetic chords in 1913.\(^{26}\) He first utilized this method in his Sonata No. 1 for Violin and Piano

\(^{22}\) Ibid., 39.
\(^{23}\) Ibid.
\(^{24}\) Ibid.
\(^{25}\) “Nik. A. Roslavets on Himself and His Works,” *Sovremennaia muzika* 1 (1924), 133. Translated in McKnight, 6.
\(^{26}\) Anna Ferenc. “Roslavets, Nikolay Andreyevich.” *Grove Music Online*. Oxford University Press.
(1913) and Three Compositions for Voice and Piano (1913). Roslavets remained in Moscow after graduation and worked with the Lecture-Repertoire-Publishing area of the Proletarian Cultural-Educational Organization and served as head of music publishing for the Moscow Proletkult. In 1921 Roslavets served as the head for the headed the People’s Commissariat of Public Education in the Ukraine, but returned to Moscow two years later. Upon facing pushback for his compositions, Roslavets broke ties with the communist party in 1924 and was forced to relocate to Uzbekistan due to rising political tensions in 1931. Roslavets was able to return to Moscow in 1933, although his name had already been expunged from the Russian encyclopedias. Due to his poor health, Roslavets was readmitted to the Union of Soviet Composers in 1940, but died four years later.

Born as Naum Lur’ye in Odessa, Ukraine, Lourié immigrated to Russia in 1909. He enrolled in St. Petersburg Conservatory, where he received his musical training alongside Sergei Prokofiev. Lourié stopped attending classes in 1913, however, and became increasingly involved with the Cubo-Futurists. His regular performances at the Stray Dog cabaret elevated him as the musical leader of the Futurist movement. Additionally, in 1913 Lourié officially changed his name from the Jewish Naum Lur’ye, to Arthur Vincent Lourié following his conversion to Catholicism. After the revolution, Lourié served as the head of MUZO, the musical division of the People’s Commissariat, and worked to reform music education and promote Russian musical ideals. In his time serving as head of MUZO, from January 1918 to January 1921, Lourié...
ié published a large number of his works, but hesitated in doing the same for his contemporaries.\textsuperscript{35} Lourié resigned from his position due to rising political tensions and scandal in 1921, and left Russia a year later.\textsuperscript{36} He relocated to Berlin where he met Varése and was admitted to the League of Composers.\textsuperscript{37} After some difficulty due to his Soviet connections, Lourié moved to Paris and become a French citizen in 1926.\textsuperscript{38} Lourié made the acquaintance of Stravinsky and Koussevitzky during his time in Paris, but left due to declining positions in 1941.\textsuperscript{39} Lourié maintained a working relationship with Koussevitzky despite failing to achieve success as a composer. He died in Princeton, New Jersey in 1966.\textsuperscript{40}

Although both composers’ careers followed different directions, the Russian Futurist movement (1913–1917) unites the two compositionally and historically. Arthur Lourié’s first exposure to the movement was through the avant-garde Stray Dog Café in St. Petersburg.\textsuperscript{41} It was here that he first caught the eye of the leader of the Cubo-Futurists, Benedikt Livshits (1887–1939), who was attracted to Lourié’s experimentation with quartetone harmony.\textsuperscript{42} The height of Lourié’s involvement with the Cubo-Futurists occurred in 1914 as a reaction to Italian Futurist Filippo Tommaso Marinetti’s visit to Russia.\textsuperscript{43} In response to Marinetti’s controversial visit, Lourié, Livshits, and George Yakulov\textsuperscript{44} (1884–1928) co-authored the “We and the West” treatise which states “Europe has no new art and cannot have it for this is founded on cosmic elements. All art of the West is territorial. The only country which, hitherto, has had no territorial

\textsuperscript{35} Bobrik, 42–43.
\textsuperscript{36} Ibid, 46–47.
\textsuperscript{37} Ibid, 48.
\textsuperscript{38} Ibid, 50.
\textsuperscript{39} Ibid, 56.
\textsuperscript{40} Bobrik, 62.
\textsuperscript{41} Ibid, 35.
\textsuperscript{42} Markov, 140.
\textsuperscript{43} McKnight, 7–8.
\textsuperscript{44} Maureen A. Carr, \textit{After the Rite: Stravinsky’s Path to Neoclassicism: 1914–1925} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 8.
art is Russia.” Lourié details that “for music a mastery of linearity (architectonic) by means of inner perspective (primitive synthesis)” and “substantiality of elements” are what will move Russian music forward. In February 1914 Lourié and Livshits hosted a lecture recital where Lourié gave the anti-Western talk, “Italian Futurist Music.” Roslavets joined Lourié for this lecture recital and gave a response to Lourié’s lecture alongside composer Mikhail Matiushin (1861–1934). Livshits favor for Lourié was short lived and did not allow the composer to join the Cubo-Futurists. He described Lourié “as a provincial snob, who cared little for the futurists, but associated with them, and never called himself a Futurist out of ‘foppishness.’” Despite never becoming a formal member of the Cubo-Futurists, Lourié’s political views and interests remained similar to the group leading up to the 1917 Revolution.

Roslavets was never explicitly involved with the Futurist movement, but did have a relationship with David Burlyuk. The two are speculated to have met during Roslavets’s studies at the Moscow Conservatory, where Burlyuk’s wife also studied. Roslavets’s new method of composition caught Burlyuk’s attention and inspired him to illustrate the covers of Roslavets’s works and publish them in various Cubo-Futurist publications including the 1915, Vesennye kontragentstvo muz [“The Vernal Subcontracting Agency of the Muses”] and 1916, Moskovskiy mastera [“Moscow Masters”]. Roslavets set the poetry by a variety of Russian Futurist poets, including Igor Severyanin (1887–1941), Konstantin Bolshakov (1895–1938), and Vasilisk

---

46 Ibid.
47 McKnight, 7–8.
48 Sitsky, 155.
49 McKnight, 7–8.
50 Markov, 140.
51 McKnight, 7–8.
52 Markov, 411.
53 Ferenc. “Roslavets, Nikolay Andreyevich.”
Gnedov (1890–1978) whose poems appear in *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano*.\textsuperscript{54} Roslavets highlights the similarities between the rival Futurists in *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano* by the Cubo-Futurist Burlyuk and Ego-Futurist Severyanin, Bolshakov, and Gnedov.

Both Lourié and Roslavets were united in history through Russian Futurism but the two composers works from the time represent opposite means of experimentation. In this thesis, I analyze two different compositional approaches taken by Lourié and Roslavets in *Azbuka*, *Corona Carminum Sacrorum*, and *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano*. Lourié’s works coincide with his shift to “new simplicity” in 1915 after experimenting with graphic notation and quarter-tone harmonies.\textsuperscript{55} This “new simplicity” in Lourié’s compositional style alludes to the “primitive synthesis” mentioned by the composer in “We and the West” and manifests itself in the form of *peremennost’* (mutability) present in all the songs. In Chapter 2 I identify the presence of two, equal tonal-centers in *Azbuka* and *Corona Carminum Sacrorum*. I analyze monophonic, melodic examples and harmonic progressions to reveal different aspects of *peremennost’* within the songs. Theorist Boleslav Yavorsky discovered the unique capacity for monophonic music to exist in two tonal centers at once through the analysis of Russian folk songs upon which later theorists, such as Yuri Kholopov, added triadic and harmonic function.\textsuperscript{56} The presence of *peremennost’* in *Azbuka* and *Corona Carminum Sacrorum* serves as a means for Lourié’s experimentation in music that exists outside of Western tonal norms. Roslavets also aimed to write music beyond Western tonality and chose to create a new system of composing with synthetic chords. My analytical approach follows the work done on *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano* by Charles

\textsuperscript{54} Markov, 61, 78, and 110.
\textsuperscript{55} Sitksy, 87.
\textsuperscript{56} Ellen Bakulina, “The Concept of Mutability in Russian Theory,” *Music Theory Online* 20, no. 3 (2014).
McKnight III and Terry Ewell by examining methods of voice leading within the songs.\textsuperscript{57} In
Chapter 3, I discuss cyclic, derivative, and varied transposition and their role in these early syn-
thetic works. Cyclic transposition reveals explicit methods of transitioning to orthographical ex-
tremes, derivative transposition shows arithmetic patterns, and varied transposition highlights
the flexibility of synthetic chords through the use of enharmonic pivots. I examine these songs
using voice leading graphs outlined by Joseph Straus in “Voice Leading in Atonal Music” and
“Uniformity, Balance, and Smoothness in Atonal Voice Leading” to highlight the importance of
orthography and voice leading paths between the synthetic harmonies in the songs.\textsuperscript{58} My con-
cluding chapter synthesizes the musical experimentation of Roslavets and Lourié with the artistic
and literary endeavors of the Russian Futurist movement.

\textsuperscript{57} See “Charles M. McKnight III, “Nikolai Roslavets: Music and Revolution” (PhD diss., Cornell University, 1994)
and Terry Barnard Ewell, “At the Vanguard of Russian Musical Modernism: Nikolai Andreevich Roslavets” (PhD
diss., University of Washington, 1994).

\textsuperscript{58} See Joseph N. Straus, “Voice Leading in Atonal Music,” in Music Theory in Concept and Practice, ed. by James
M. Baker, David W. Beach, and Jonathan W. Bernard (Rochester: University of Rochester Press: 1997) and “Uni-
CHAPTER 2: MELODY AND MUTABILITY

In “An Inquiry to Melody” Arthur Vincent Lourié states “melody in itself is not connected with any action and does not lead to any action,” that it “serves no purpose at all.” However, what the Futurist composer believes is that melody brings “liberation,” “a sense of freedom,” and has the potential to free the listener “from the chains of spatial and temporal limitations.” Although Lourié published his article in Modern Music in 1929, the composer’s beliefs echo the influence of his time spent in St. Petersburg during the Russian Silver Age, where his quest was to compose truly “Russian” music. During his early years spent in St. Petersburg, Lourié wrote several collections of vocal works, including the secular Azbuka (1917) and sacred Corona Carminum Sacrorum (1915–1917). In the following chapter, I first summarize the concept of peremennost’ [mutability] as defined by Yavorsky and Kholopov and then identify contrasting aspects of mutability within Azbuka and Corona Carminum Sacrorum. Although these songs contain contrasting subject matter Lourié’s use of peremennost’, or tonal mutability, unites the musical surface of the compositions.

Russian theorist Boleslav Yavorskiy introduced the concept of peremennost’ in his 1908 treatise, Stroenie muzykal’ noi rechi [The Structure of Musical Speech] upon which later theorists, such as Protopopov, Mazel, and Kholopov, elaborated. Peremennost’ evolves from Yavorskiy’s symmetrical systems, which show resolution of tritones into either major or minor thirds, in turn creating a series of unstable and stable pitches. The culmination of these stable and unstable pitches creates mutable modes with four stable tonic pitches, separated by thirds.

60 Ibid., 9.
62 Bakulina.
Example 2.1 one shows Yavorsky’s Mutable Mode One that contains A minor and C major as equal tonal centers.

Example 2.1: Yavorsky’s Mutable Mode One

Yavorsky’s mutable modes illustrate peremennost’ via it’s lack of a single pitch or chord as tonic, allowing for music to oscillate between tonal centers. Yavorsky and his student Protopopov’s original Teoria Ladvogo Ritma [Theory of Modal Rhythm] focuses on the monophonic implications of peremennost’, commonly found in Russian folk songs, which was later further developed by theorists Lev Mazel and Viktor Berkov. According to Mazel, the series of stable thirds in Yavorskiy’s mutable modes create two diatonically related triads, which function as equal tonics throughout the piece. Berkov elaborates on Mazel’s triadic functions of peremennost’ stating that, unlike Western modulation, mutability features fluctuations between third-related, diatonic major and minor keys (see Example 2.2).

Example 2.2: Diatonically related keys formed by Yavorskiy’s Mutable Mode One.

---

63 Bakulina, “The Concept of Mutability in Russian Theory.”
64 Ibid.
65 Ibid.
Mutable music contains two “primary” tonic chords and two “secondary” dominant chords that account for the four stable pitches of Yavorsky’s Mutable Modes. In the late twentieth century, Igor Spohrbin and Yuri Kholopov widened the concept of peremennost into “other types” of mutability, and later modality type and tonality type modes. Modality type focuses on mutability generated by pitch as a center and the interactions of other pitches in a scale around it. Tonality type bases mutability off the interactions of chords around a central triad. Both Azbuka and Corona Carminum Sacrorum contain Yavorsky’s Mutable Mode One, and oscillate in between A minor and C major. A juxtaposition of the four songs found in Azbuka and Corona Carminum Sacrorum, reveals different aspects of mutability defined by Russian theorists over the years.

Corona Carminum Sacrorum is Lourié’s first sacred work; its first song was composed in 1915 and the last in 1917. The work originally consisted of three songs: “Ave Maria,” “Salve Regina,” and “Inviolata,” which Lourié did not complete. The text in the Corona Carminum Sacrorum derives from Marian antiphons, non-liturgical sacred texts about the Virgin Mary. In his settings of the antiphons, Lourié hearkens back to earlier compositional techniques in his use of traditional church modes, a melismatic vocal line, and juxtaposition of duple and triple meters. Despite the Western influences, Lourié adds a Russian element to Corona Carminum Sacrorum through the use of lady modal’nogo and tonal’nogotipa [modality-type and tonality-type mutability].

---

67 Ibid.
68 Ibid.
71 Ellen Bakulina, “Tonality and Mutability in Rachmaninoff’s All Night Vigil Movement 12,”
Peremennost' manifests itself on a monophonic level in the melody of “Ave Maria.” Melodically emphasized pitches create mutability present in the song. As shown in Example 2.3, the melody implies an equal centricity between A minor, shown in dotted boxes, and C major, shown in bold boxes. Starting in m. 9, the vocal line begins on a D and contains all of the notes in a G major triad, implying C major. The F-sharps in mm. 11 and 21 function as chromatic lower neighbor and passing tones and do not thwart the diatonic mutability in the melodic line.

Example 2.3. “Ave Maria,” mm. 9–22. Melodic mutability in the vocal line.

Alluding to A minor, m. 10 introduces an A on beats 1–3, which the music stresses agonically and metrically. The music returns to C major on beat 4 of m. 10 with the entrance of “gra-

---

tia plena,” which begins on B and ends on D. “Ave Maria” continues this monophonic *peremenen-
nost’* in the vocal line by having every phrase that implies A minor start, or end, on A, C, or E, and phrases in C major end on G, B, or D. Measures 14–15 and 10–12 of Example 2.1 highlight this characteristic. This melodic contour coincides with Yavorsky and Protopopov’s “Theory of Modal Rhythm” since the mutability between C and A generates from the melody alone. Example 2.4 shows how the implied harmonic areas in the melodic line shift the harmony from G major to A minor in the accompaniment and prevent tonal closure in any one key.

![Example 2.4. “Ave Maria,” mm. 9–11. Mutable progression.](image)

Throughout the piece, the right hand doubles the melody, strengthening the presence of modality-type mutability. The progressions formed by the accompaniment create harmonies that shift between A minor and C major. Measure 9 contains a G major triad that functions as the secondary chord of C major. The harmony moves to an A minor triad in m. 10 and prevents tonal closure in the key of C major by avoiding a cadence. Measures 10–12 shift back to C major and
move from V to I, but the antecedent V that ends m. 12 strips the V to I motion of any cadential properties.

Example 2.5. “Ave Maria,” mm. 13–16. Mutable Progression.

The lack of cadential closure in either key allows for mm. 9–11 to exist in two tonal centers simultaneously. Despite having a triadic accompaniment, mm. 9–11 contain modality-type mutability as the center depends on a melodic pitch rather than a triad. Measures 13–16 feature a similar progression that fosters mutability in the lack of cadential closure. Example 2.5 can be heard en-
tirely in A minor, but does not solidify the key as the primary tonal area in the song. The omission of G-sharp from the secondary E minor triads in mm.14–15 prevents tonal closure in the key A minor. Although the harmony moves from i to v in A minor

Example 2.6. “Ave Maria,” mm. 1–9. Mutable Mode One outlined in the piano introduction. the lack of a raised leading tone hinders any cadential motion that would confirm A minor as the sole tonic of the piece.“Ave Maria” opens with a piano introduction that covers the harmonic ar-
eas in Yavorsky’s Mutable Mode One. As shown in Example 2.6, the song begins on an A dominant seventh chord that thwarts the tonal center of the piece, as it fails to resolve or imply a tonal function. Since there is no melody in the introduction, triadic function creates mutability mm.1-8. Viewing the C-sharp as a chromatic alteration of the mediant reveals that the opening chord contains all of the pitches in Yavorsky’s Mutable Mode One. The harmonic progression in mm. 1–5 contains an A dominant seventh chord, then a C minor seventh chord, then an E major triad, and ends on a G major triad. Although seventh chords do not coincide with mutable progressions, mm. 1–7 spell out the stable pitches of Mutable Mode One and present the harmonic layout of the entire song.

The second song, “Salve Regina” opens with the voice and contains monophonic peremennost’ within the melody. Similar to “Ave Maria,” melodically emphasized pitches create mutability. Example 2.7 reveals the oscillation between A minor and C major implied in the vocal line in mm. 1–9.
Example 2.7. “Salve Regina,” mm. 1–8. Melodic mutability in the vocal line.

Due to the longer phrases in “Salve Regina,” mutable centers coincide within a given phrase, so the presence of various skips and leaps in the vocal line determines the monophonic mutable centers. The harmonies in the accompaniment mirror the modality-type mutability present in mm. 1–8, except at m. 4. Example 2.8 shows that, in m. 3, the accompaniment features a G major triad while the vocal line shifts between E minor and G major.
Example 2.8. “Salve Regina,” m. 2. Inconsistencies between harmonic and melodic mutability.

This melodic and harmonic inconsistency shows the duality between the “secondary” chords within Mutable Mode One. At m. 9 the music begins to transition away from A-centered Aeolian, and moves to E-centered Phrygian major in m. 11. Example 2.9 shows that this transition avoids tonal closure in either A minor or C major. The secondary G major triad of C major moves to the secondary E minor triad of A minor. Although the E minor triad moves to A minor in m.10 the omission of the G sharp prevents tonal closure in A minor and maintains the mutability.

Example 2.9. “Salve Regina,” mm. 9–10. Mutable progression transitioning to new modal area.
Once the music transitions to E-centered Phrygian major, the sustained G-sharp and triplet motive in the accompaniment confirms the presence of the new modal area, emphasizing the raised third scale degree and lowered second scale degree. (Example 2.10)

Example 2.10. “Salve Regina,” mm. 11–16. E-centered Phrygian major.

The piece never returns to A-centered Aeolian as the G-sharp-to-E cadential motion in mm. 15–16 followed by an E major triad in the accompaniment end the piece in E-centered Phrygian major. Despite beginning and ending in different modal areas the piece contains peremennost’ throughout. The lack of any cadences and the harmonic reliance on melody makes “Salve Regina” lady modal’nogo type mutability. This movement from one modal area to another coincides with both Kholopov and Miasoedov’s theories of mutability. Differing from Yavorskiy’s third-related Mutable Modes, Miasoedov’s notion of pra-garmoniya [proto-harmony] suggests that
Russian harmony stems from four diatonically related tonal centers, separated by fifths, which have equal status within a given piece.\(^73\) According to Miasoedov:

In the harmonic progression, or, more precisely, among the four given chords, any one of them may take the role of “tonic.” For Russian harmony, this is fundamentally important. . . . It must be said that the perception of these triads as “tonics” is sufficiently relative. In all the schemes given above, it is very easy to undermine their stability. This is natural, because the notion of stability and instability are very relative in two-, three-, or four-chord diatonic systems, on which the triadic combinations given here are based.\(^74\)

Thus, the shift from an A-centered mode to E-centered mode is a shift from one equal “tonic” to another, rather than a case of directed tonality. The modal shift in “Salve Regina” also aligns with Kholopov’s view that “[t]he weaker the force of tonal centricity, the stronger the mutability of modes expresses itself in different ways.”\(^75\) Instead of “tonics,” Kholopov focuses on the weakening of tonal or modal centers as constituting mutability.\(^76\) In this sense, the lack of cadential motion or leading tones in the A-centered section from mm. 1–10 weaken the modal center and allow for an shift to E-centered Phrygian major.

Lourié wrote the two secular songs of his Azbuka collection in 1917, during the height of the Bolshevik revolution. He dedicated Azbuka to “Annochke dochen’ke,” a pet name for his first daughter, Anna. Lourié used texts by Leo Tolstoy in both songs of Azbuka and named the work after Tolstoy’s 1874 educational book of the same name. The songs in Azbuka mirror the Russian chastushka tradition. Chastushki are popular songs characterized by short text, overt simplicity, and monotonous rhythm.\(^77\) The two songs, “Po slogam na raspev” [“The Syllables in the Chant”] and “Pro slepogo” [“About the Blind”] possess different aspects of the chastushka tradition. “The Syllables in the Chant” details various types of syllables and sounds in the Rus-

\(^{73}\) Bakulina, “The Concept of Mutability in Russian Theory.”
\(^{74}\) Andrei Miasoedov, O garmonii russkoï muzyki (korni natsionalnoi spetsifiki) (Moscow: Prest, 1998), 19.
\(^{75}\) Yuri Kholopov, Garmoniia: Teoreticheskii kurs, (Moscow: Prest, 1988), 173.
\(^{76}\) Bakulina, “The Concept of Mutability in Russian Theory.”
sian alphabet and contains the “patter” style of singing common to *chastushka.*

(Example 2.11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Russian</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ба Ма Па Но До Ну Бу Ту Ты Мы Ти</td>
<td><em>Ba Ma Pa No Do Nu Bu Tu Ti Mi Ti</em></td>
<td>Cloud. Tula. Pile. Puddle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Луга. Луна. Цари. Дуга.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Рука. Мука. Суды. Пыжи.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example 2.11. Translation of “The Syllables in the Chant,” with untranslated terms in italics.

“About the Blind” features less repetitive rhythm and is more complicated, but mirrors *chastushki* in its metaphorical subject matter. As in *Corona Carminum Sacrorum,* both songs contain *peremennost’,* which derives from the Russian folk influence.

---

78 Ibid., 432.
79 Translation by Nikita Mamedov.
80 I Trophimoff, “Modern Russian Popular Songs,” 441.
Example 2.12. Translation of “About the Blind”81

“The Syllables in the Chant” contains a primarily monophonic texture, with the piano doubling the voice throughout the majority of the song. Lourié bases the melody off the number of syllables and sounds created by the series of words in Tolstoy’s text. Due to its monophonic texture, “The Syllables in the Chant” is a prime example of melody creating peremennost’. This song fluctuates between C major and A minor, following Yavorskiy’s Mutable Mode One. Example 2.13 shows the shifting between C major and A minor throughout the piece. There are three interval patterns in the melody thirds, fifths/fourths, and stepwise motion which determine the mutable center. The opening fifth from C to G establishes C major as the tonal area, which the C major chord in m. 2 confirms. The melody shifts to A minor in m. 3 with the leap from A to E, and the stepwise motion from C up to G returns the music to C major at m. 5. Measures 6–14 remain in C major until the change of texture in m. 15 shifts the melody to A minor. This triadic section of the piece contains a mutable progression from A minor to G major to E minor (Ex. 2.14). After the brief homophonic section, the music returns to a monophonic texture, and the melody from mm. 3–4 repeats in mm. 19–20. After shifting back to C major in m. 21, “The Syllables in the Chant” remains in the mutable area until the end of the song. Measures 15–18 break from the monophony found in the rest of the song and contain a brief harmonic progression. Example 2.14 highlights the avoidance of tonal closure in this progression. Here, the A mi-

81 Translated by Nikita Mamedov.
nor triad moves to the secondary G major triad of C major, which moves back to A minor via the E minor triad. This short progression avoids cadential closure in either of the mutable centers.


Unlike the first song, melodic phrases in “Pro slepogo” shift between mutable centers.

Measure 6 begins with an arpeggiated G major triad, implying C centricity but ends the phrase with a stepwise descent to E, shifting back to A (see Example 2.15).

Example 2.15. “About the Blind.” Melodic mutability in the vocal line.

From a Western tonal point of view relating A minor and C major to a melody in Phrygian would be an unusual relationship however, Ogolevets’s view of Phrygian as a “doubly intense minor mode” reveals a connectivity with the mutable areas. Furthermore, “About the Blind” is com-

---

82 Bazayev, “The Expansion of the Concept of Mode in Twentieth Century Music Theory.”
pletely diatonic and contains no cadences, which allows the music to fluctuate between mutable centers. However, the accompaniment in the piece does not always follow the mutable shifts in the vocal line, although the harmony avoids tonal closure in either key center. Example 2.16 shows the avoidance of tonal closure in mm.5-6 via the omission of the leading tone of A minor and the shift from the secondary G major to triad to E minor at the beginning. Although the melody and harmony in the piano imply both modal and tonal aspects, the piece as a whole falls into *lady modal’nogo* type mutability. According to Kholopov, modality-type modes are centered around a register-specific pitch, instead of a triad.83 “About the Blind” coincides with Kholopov’s idea, since the entire piece centers around E, specifically in the treble register. Example 2.17 highlights the prominence of E throughout the piece, as it appears in every measure, sometimes as a pedal tone. The pitch centricity around E explains the presence of certain dissonant harmonies, such as the opening and closing F major seventh chords in mm. 3–4 and m. 13. Although these harmonies stand as outliers in the modal scheme, they all contain E, which unifies them with “center” of the piece.

Lourié’s early vocal works draw from a rich Russian folk and theoretical tradition in both their subject matter and compositional make-up. *Corona Carminum Sacrorum* features influences from both Russian and Western Catholic tradition, while *Azbuka* echoes the Russian folk tradition of *chastushki*. Despite their different subject matter and influences, Lourié’s use of *peremennost’* unifies the two pieces and shows a continuity with past Russian compositional practices. All four songs utilize Yavorskiy’s Mutable Mode One and have identical harmonic areas gravitating around A minor, C major, E minor, and G major. In spite of their similar harmonic composition, each song highlights different aspects and ideas behind the mutability present in the piece. “Ave Maria” aligns with Mazel and Berkov’s ideas of triadic function in

83 Bakulina.
peremennost’, “Salve Regina” contains aspects of Kholopov’s lady modal’nogo and Miasoedov’s pra-garmoniia, “Po slogam na raspev” highlights Yavorksy and Protopopov’s idea of melody creating mutability, and “Pro slepogo” features the importance of pitch centricity in Kholopov’s theory of modality-type peremennost’. Analyzing Corona Carminum Sacrorum and Azbuka through a Russian lens reveals a complex theoretical tradition underneath the simple surface of the songs.

Example 2.16. “About the Blind,” mm. 5–6. Mutable progression.
Example 2.17. “About the Blind.” E centricity shown in circled notes.
CHAPTER 3: ROSLAVETS’S EARLY SYNTHETIC STYLE IN
FOUR COMPOSITIONS FOR VOICE AND PIANO

This chapter examines Roslavets’s compositional techniques and use of orthography in his early years writing with synthetic chords. Roslavets composed *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano* between the years 1913–1914, beginning with “Volkovo kladbišče” (“Volkovo Cemetery”) in November 1913, followed by “Vï nosite lyubov’ v izïiskannon flakone” (“You Carry Love in an Elegant Bottle”) in December 1913, and ending with “Margaritki” (“Daisies”) and “Kuk” in February 1914. My analysis combines voice-leading analysis and set-theoretical approaches to reveal linear harmonic and voice-leading organization that help shape the orthographical landscape in Roslavets’s early synthetic compositions. Voice-leading analysis highlights the importance of orthography in the songs and reveals Roslavets’s use of enharmonic pivots and horizontal voice leading to transition between orthographic extremes. In order to describe the organization of the sets within a given musical passages, my three voice-leading patterns—varied, derivative, and cyclic—show specific transpositional distances between chords. (These will be explained below.) I will first discuss Roslavets’s “New System of Tonal Organization,” which will give an insight into his compositional method, as well as Roslavets’s definition of synthetic chords.\(^8^4\) I will then provide voice-leading graphs of passages from the songs stated above to show specific patterns, which I define as varied, derivative, and cyclic, and methods of orthographical transition within the progressions.

In a 1927 lecture given in Moscow, Roslavets described synthetic chords as a “further development of the classical system.” Synthetic chords evolve from diatonic modes and triads used in the “CLASSIC” system and are a growth of the four and five note chords found in the music of Scriabin and Debussy. Roslavets defines synthetic chords as six to eight note, chord that replaces “the ‘basic triad’ of classicism.” In Roslavets’s “NEW SYSTEM OF TONAL ORGANIZATION,” synthetic chords have the ability to form voice leading paths, “underlying harmonies,” and dissonances. Synthetic chords embrace “ultrachromaticism” and feature extreme spellings such as double flats and double sharps. Roslavets states that he bases his compositions off the “melodic unfolding” of synthetic chords. This chapter analyzes the voice leading and organization of synthetic chords in Roslavets’s early songs using a combination of “associational” and voice-leading analytical methods. Joseph Straus uses the term “associational” to describe Forte set-class analysis as it depends on the context of similar set classes to form relationships. I utilize set-classes to label the main synthetic chords in each piece and show the transpositional relationship between synthetic chords in each set class. Roslavets’s use of multiple synthetic chords belonging to different set classes within a piece limits the abilities of an “associational” analytical approach. Voice-leading analysis derives from Straus’s “Voice Leading in Atonal Music” and reveals “voices” formed by the relationships between chords unrelated by set class. Straus defines a “voice” as “a manifestation of an underlying pitch class counterpoint”

---

85 Inessa Bazayev, “Composing with circles, spirals, and lines of fifths: Harmony and Voice Leading in the works of Nicolai Roslavets” (PhD diss., City University of New York, 2009), 226.
87 Ibid, 194.
89 Ibid, 237–239.
that forms voice leading between voices in different chords. Using voice leading graphs to analyze progressions formed by synthetic chords in Roslavets’s songs reveals “highly transposition like” (chords are not related by set class, but are only offset by one, or two intervals) relationships between different sizes and set classes of synthetic chords. Synthetic chords that belong to the same set class display “uniform” voice leading in that all voices move at the same transpositional level. Examples 3.5 and 3.11 illustrate uniform voice leading. My analysis asserts the importance of orthography and uses voice-leading graphs to show the orthography of each chord and highlight Roslavets’s use of his standard method of orthographical transition and enharmonic pivots. The transpositional relationships formed between the chords and shown in the transformational voice leading graphs fall into three categories: varied, derivative, or cyclic. Cyclic transposition refers to interval cycles. Derivative transposition occurs when the transpositional levels derive from the arithmetic difference between the transpositional indexes of two subsequent chords and features two types: proportional and nested. Proportional derivative transposition happens when the same number is added or subtracted between transpositions and nested derivative transposition occurs when two transpositional levels share a relationship to a central level. Varied transposition occurs in a progression when there is no unifying pattern between transpositional levels. Combining a voice-leading analytical approach dealing with orthography and an “associational” approach showing transpositional organization highlights the connections between Roslavets’s “NEW SYSTEM OF TONAL ORGANIZATION” and the “CLASSIC” system from which it stems.

93 Ibid., 314.
In *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano*, cyclic transposition functions to move in between different pitch class sets of the same synthetic harmony and orthographical areas. Example 3.1 shows a $T_3$ cycle in mm. 46–47 of “You Carry Love” that shifts the orthography of the piece from all-sharp spellings to all flat. The orthographical change between the voices in each subsequent chord exemplifies Roslavets method of *standard orthographical transition*. Notes with sharp or flat orthography lead to notes with the same, or natural, orthography in the following chord. On a larger scale, Example 3.1 contains an enharmonic pivot. Enharmonic pivots are a pitch or chord that appears enharmonically either adjacently or at the start and finish of a progression that shifts the harmony to different orthographical areas. These enharmonic pivots uncover the importance and function of orthography in Roslavets’s “NEW SYSTEM.” Here, the enharmonic pivot is the opening $[5,6,8,t,e,1,3]$ pitch-class set (chord 1) that starts the progression and the same pitch class set that ends it (chord 5). The pitch-class set $[5,6,8,t,e,1,3]$ at start of the $T_3$ cycle contains all-sharp orthography and then the cycle carries the chords to natural orthography in chord 3 and concludes with the enharmonically re-notated chord 5 with all-flat orthography. The use of an enharmonic pivot in mm. 46–47 reveals harmonic continuity between different orthographical areas and presents a function of cyclic transposition in Roslavets’s “NEW SYSTEM.” Measures 10–11 of “Kuk” feature a similar method of using cyclic transposition in conjunction with an enharmonic pivot. Example 3.2 shows that the $[0,1,3,4,6,8,9]$ harmony in chord 1 appears enharmonically re-notated in chord 6 and transitions the music from sharp and double-sharp orthography to natural and flat orthography. Similar to Example 3.1, the voices between the chords follow Roslavets’s *standard method of orthographical transition* with the addition of double sharps moving to natural spellings. Example 3.2 does not contain perfect cyclic
transposition since the pattern breaks between chords 5 and 6, but it does emphasize the relationship between cyclic transposition and orthographical transition.

Example 3.1. Enharmonic pivot that begins and ends a progression in mm. 46–47 of “You Carry Love.”

The $T_7$ cycle begins to shift the spelling from sharps to flats and naturals using the standard method organization, which the enharmonic pivot strengthens. “Daisies” features cyclic transpo-
sition on a large scale in that it uses a $T_3$ cycle throughout, with the exception of two places. The song uses one synthetic chord (013568t); the same rhythmic

Example 3.2. Enharmonic pivot that begins and ends a progression in mm. 10–11 of “Kuk.”
pattern in the accompaniment never changes. The song is in a through-composed form, since no melodic material repeats, with the only repetition of harmony occurring at the end. Roslavets organizes the spelling and transpositional levels of the synthetic harmony based on perfect fifths and use of cyclic transposition.

Table 1. Synthetic chords in “Daisies.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal Form</th>
<th>Set Class</th>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Measure(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[5,6,8,10,11,1,3]</td>
<td>(013568t)</td>
<td>B-F♯-C♯-G♯-D♯-A♯-E♯</td>
<td>1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10,11,1,3,4,6,8]</td>
<td>(013568t)</td>
<td>E-B-F♯-C♯-G♯-D♯-A♯</td>
<td>3–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3,4,6,8,9,11,1]</td>
<td>(013568t)</td>
<td>A-E-B-F♯-C♯-G♯-D♯</td>
<td>5–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1,2,4,6,7,9,11]</td>
<td>(013568t)</td>
<td>D-A-E-B-F♯-C♯-G♯</td>
<td>7–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6,7,9,11,0,2,4]</td>
<td>(013568t)</td>
<td>C-G-D-A-E-B-F♯</td>
<td>9–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11,0,2,4,5,7,9]</td>
<td>(013568t)</td>
<td>F-C-G-D-A-E-B</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4,5,7,9,10,0,2]</td>
<td>(013568t)</td>
<td>B-F-C-G-D-A-E</td>
<td>11–12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2,3,5,7,8,10,0]</td>
<td>(013568t)</td>
<td>A′-E′-B′-F-C-G-D</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0,1,3,5,6,8,10]</td>
<td>(013568t)</td>
<td>G′-D′-A′-E′-B′-F-C</td>
<td>14–16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5,6,8,10,11,1,3]</td>
<td>(013568t)</td>
<td>C′-G′-D′-A′-E′-B′-F</td>
<td>17–24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sharp**

mm. 1-3: B♯

mm. 3-5: E♯ → B♯

mm. 5-6: A♯ → E♯ → B♯

mm. 7-9: D♯ → A♯ → E♯ → B♯

mm. 9-10: C♯ → G♯ → D♯ → A♯ → E♯ → B♯

**Diatonic**

mm. 10: F♯ → C♯ → G♯ → D♯ → A♯ → E♯ → B♯

**Flat**

mm. 11-12: B♭

mm. 13: A♭ → E♭ → B♭

mm. 14-16: G♭ → D♭ → A♭ → E♭ → B♭

mm. 17-24: C♭ → G♭ → D♭ → A♭ → E♭ → B♭

Example 3.3. Perfect fifths formed by chromatic alteration in “Daisies.”
As shown in Table 1, each synthetic chord can be ordered into a series of stacked perfect fifths. The first chord in mm. 1–3 features all sharp notes, aside from B-natural. As the harmony changes another natural note appears until the harmony becomes all natural spellings. This process switches in mm. 11, as flat notes appear in the same order.

Example 3.3 reveals that the altered notes from chord to chord form a series of perfect fifths that structure the harmonic progression. The harmony therefore changes in such a way as to preserve the series of stacked perfect fifths in every chord while creating a new series of fifths through the harmonic change. Example 3.4 shows the cyclic transposition between the first three synthetic harmonies in mm. 1–6. The transformational voice leading graphs in “Daisies” are based off of the first appearance of the chord stacked lowest to highest and are indicated by brackets in the score. “Daisies” does not contain clear, horizontal voice leading between chords due to both the length and the rhythmic shape of the harmonies. Roslavets uses the introduction of natural notes along with $T_5$ cyclic transposition to indicate a clear change in harmony. Roslavets’s standard method of orthographical transition paired with cyclic moves the harmonies to different orthography. Measures 1–6 of Example 3.4 illustrate this as the harmony becomes increasingly spelled with more flats. Example 3.5 shows the persistence of cyclic transposition and the same method of orthographical transition that occurs in the shift to flat-harmony in mm. 9–11. As in Example 3.4, the use of Roslavets’s standard method of orthographical transition combined with cyclic transposition and the introduction of different chromatic tones dictates the harmony. The C-natural in mm. 9 leads to the F-natural in mm. 10, which leads to the B-flat in mm. 11. Roslavets utilizes enharmonic pivots on a larger level in “Daisies” in the form of the

\[94\] Perfect fifths and $T_5$, $T_7$ transpositions play an important role in many of Roslavets’s works. For more information see: Bazayev, “Composing with circles, spirals, and lines of fifths: Harmony and Voice Leading in the works of Nicolai Roslavets” (PhD diss., City University of New York, 2009).
[5,6,8,t,e,1,3] opening pitch class set. This set class opens and closes the piece and has a respective dominant pitch class set, [0,1,3,5,6,8,t], which appears in m. 15 before the closing harmony.

Example 3.4. Voice leading in mm. 1–6 of “Daisies.”
Example 3.5. Voice leading in mm. 10–11 of “Daisies.”

The opening chord functions as an enharmonic pivot that begins the piece with predominantly sharp orthography and concludes the piece with flat orthography. Roslavets essentially augments the enharmonic pivot progression found in Examples 3.1 and 3.2. Cyclic transposition plays an important role in orthographical transition in *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano*. This
method operates on its own to shift the spellings between harmonies and, on a larger level, to move to new orthographical areas within a piece.

Derivative transposition appears the least in *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano* and functions to generate transpositional change, rather than orthographical change. Example 3.6 exhibits *nested derivative transposition* between members of set class (0124578t) in mm. 1–4 of “Volkovo Cemetery.” This graph maps the notes of the chord in ascending order as they appear in the song and aims to show clear (i.e., horizontal) voice-leading paths between the chords.

The graph of mm. 1–4 reveals the presence of at least one clear path between notes of the (0124578t) chord and a near horizontal relationship between the inner three voices. This near horizontal path accentuates the *nested derivative transposition* between the chords. The distance of +3 between the transpositional indexes of chords 1 and 3 manifests in the graph as a shift upwards in the middle three voices, while the distance of −2 between chords 2 and 4 show a shift down in the same voices. *Nested derivative transposition* occurs in mm. 1–4 because the distance between the outer transpositional levels add to the central transposition level (2 + 3 = 5). Unlike *cyclic transposition*, this *nested derivative transposition* does not create gradual orthographic change. Here, *nested derivative transposition* generates the transpositional levels of the synthetic chords and solidifies the harmonic structure of the piano introduction. Measures 10–11 of “Volkovo Cemetery” features *proportional derivative transposition* created by swapping the accidentals of the chords. Example 3.7 shows the presence of *proportional derivative transposition* as the difference between the transpositional levels of the outer chords is ±5. Swapping the accidentals causes fuzzy voice leading between mm. 10 and 11 with a displacement of one semitone. Despite belonging to a different set class, (013579), the parallel motion in the inner voices,
Example 3.6. Derivative transposition in mm. 1–4 of “Volkovo Cemetery.”

displacement level of one semitone, and identical voice leading do not denote chord 3 as a different type of synthetic chord. Roslavets uses proportional derivative transposition in “You Car-
ry Love” to move between different synthetic harmonies. Example 3.8 exhibits the transition between the (013568t), (012468t), and (0134689) synthetic harmonies that end “You Carry Love.” The shift from the (013568t) harmony to the (012468t) harmony contains horizontal voice leading between the upper voices. Maintaining the horizontal voice in the upper voice leading creates a bridge between the highly transposition like progression between the different synthetic chords and the transpositional relationship between the (012468t) chords. As the harmony transitions from (012468t) to (0134689) in mm. 51–52 (chords 5–7) the upper voices lose the horizontal voice leading. Chord 6 features the (0134689) rhythmic motive in m. 51, but is one semitone off from the set as it belongs to (0124689). This semitone displacement fosters an indirect transition from (0124689) to (0134689) and creates a smaller displacement level between the two synthetic harmonies (i.e., one semitone as opposed to two). The movement from (0124689) to (0134689) between chords 6 and 7 generates horizontal voice leading between the lowest voices and persists until the end of the song. The change in proportional derivative transposition levels marks the change in synthetic harmony. Chords 2–5 feature proportional derivative transposition in the distance of ±2 between the transpositional levels of the (012468t) chords. This breaks with the transition to (0134689) between chords 5 and 6 and resumes with ±3 proportional derivative transposition in chords 6–9. The shift between chords 8 and 9 shifts the level of proportional derivative transposition to ±6. Although “You Carry Love” ends on a different synthetic harmony from the opening chord, the two chords share a close relationship. Example 3.9 reveals the close relationship between the opening and closing chords.
Example 3.7. Transposition created by swapping intervals in mm. 10–11 of “Volkovo Cemetery.”
Example 3.8a. Transition from (013568t) to (012468t) to (013468t) in mm.48–54 of “You Carry Love.”
Example 3.8b. Transition from (013568t) to (012468t) to (0134689) in mm. 48–54 of “You Carry Love.”

Example 3.8c. Transition from (013568t) to (012468t) to (0134689) in mm. 48–54 of “You Carry Love.”
Example 3.8d. Transition from (013568t) to (012468t) to (0134689) in mm. 48–54 of “You Carry Love.”

Example 3.9. Relationship between the opening and closing chords of “You Carry Love.”

The two chords share five enharmonically equivalent common tones, with the different notes only being a semitone off. The displacement of two semitones exemplifies Straus’s concept of “smoothness” between chords and reveals the connection between the opening and concluding
harmonies. Roslavets uses derivative transposition as means to generate harmonic change outside of orthographical transition and to provide harmonic organization between different types of synthetic chords.

Varied transposition combines the functions of derivative and cyclic transposition and is used to create harmonic variation and shift to different orthographical areas within the songs. “Volkovo Cemetery” contains varied transposition created by switching the accidentals between chords. Similar to Example 3.7, Example 3.10 shows the T₁ relationship formed by switching the accidentals of the opening [7,8,9,1,2,3,5] pitch class set with the [8,9,0,2,3,4,6] pitch class set in m. 8. The two chords appear seven measures apart but carry significance since they delineate contrasting orthographical areas in the piece. Examples 10b and 10c reveal the primarily flat orthography in mm. 1–7 that transitions to sharp orthography with the arrival of the [8,9,0,2,3,4,6] pitch class set in m. 8. “You Carry Love” contains varied transposition that creates clear, horizontal voice leading between chords. Example 3.11 highlights the presence of horizontal, uniform voice leading in mm. 1–4 of the song. This progression features varied transposition since the transpositional levels do not share an arithmetic or cyclic relationship. A transformational voice-leading graph reveals clear, horizontal paths between the two lowest voices throughout the progression and varied transposition between the chords. The similar motivic shape between the chords creates completely horizontal voice leading between chords 2 and 3 in the harmonic progression. This consistent horizontal voice-leading path fosters a sense of harmonic organization in the midst of unorganized transpositional levels.

---

Example 3.10a. Transposition created by swapping orthography in mm. 1 and 8 of “Volkovo Cemetery.”
Example 3.10b. Flat orthography in mm. 1–7 of “Volkovo Cemetery.”
Example 3.10c. Switch to sharp orthography in mm. 8–10 of “Volkovo Cemetery.”

би - ще све - тит ту - скло, буд - то низ - кий скрыт - ный дом. Жиз - ни
про - шлой зло - е ру - сло, за - те - нив - ше - е - ся льдом.
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Example 3.11. Uniform voice leading in mm. 1–4 of “You Carry Love.”

Horizontal paths between the lower voices coincide with the “CLASSIC” systems treatment of the bass in determining harmony and assert the importance of transpositional relation-
ships in Roslavets’s “NEW SYSTEM.” These horizontal paths between voices persist as the song transitions to different formal areas. *Varied transposition* also plays a role in transitions to a new synthetic harmony. Example 3.12 displays the shift from (013568t) harmony to (0134689) harmony as “You Carry Love” enters its B section. This progression shifts to horizontal voice leading between chords 2 and 4 in order to facilitate a seamless transition to the new harmonic area. Chords 2 and 4 share six common tones, with G-flat and G-natural differentiating between (013568t) and (0134689) harmony. Placing the horizontal voice leading in the upper voices emphasizes the relevance of the movement from G to E-flat to G-flat and creates symmetry between chords two three and four. As in Example 3.10, the organization present with horizontal voice leading compensates for the *varied transposition*.

Example 3.12. Transition from (013568t) to (0134689) in m. 12 of “You Carry Love.”
Varied transposition plays a role in orthographical transition through the use of enharmonic pivots. Example 3.13 reveals a new method of orthographical transition by enharmonic pivot using varied transposition in mm. 32–33. Here, the enharmonic pivot is a single pitch in the same (0134689) harmony that shifts the music from sharp orthography to double flat orthography.

Example 3.13. D-natural/E-double-flat enharmonic pivot in mm. 32–33 of “You Carry Love.”
Before the orthographical pivot, the voices in chords 1–3 follow Roslavets’s standard method of orthographical transition, since the sharp and flat notes move to either natural or the same spelling notes. The D-natural in the upper voice of chord 3 enharmonically pivots to the E-double-flat in chord 4 and moves the synthetic chords to flat and double flat orthography. The voice reinforces this orthographical change by repeating an E-double-flat on beat three of m. 33 and the music introduces more double flats in mm. 34–35. Measures 42–43 feature a similar transition from a doubly chromatic spelling to a natural spelling via enharmonic pivot on a larger scale. As shown in Example 3.14, mm. 43–43 contains an enharmonically re-notated (013568t) chord as an adjacent enharmonic pivot rather than a single pitch. Here, the double sharp voices in chord 2 move to their respective natural voices in chord 3 in order to transition to flat voices in chord 4. Chord 3 contains six notes and is the same set as chord 2, so the F-natural (enharmonic to the E-sharp) is implied. This progression follows Roslavets’s standard method of orthographical transition, but breaks when the double sharp notes move to natural notes. The change to natural spelling creates an easier pivot to flat spellings between chords 3 and 4 and coincides with the previous method of orthographical transition. This progression in mm. 42–42 contains varied transposition and synthesizes Roslavets’s use of enharmonic pivots with earlier methods of orthographical transition. Examples 13–14 demonstrate the connection between varied transposition and orthographical transition via enharmonic pivot. Varied transposition exemplifies the fluidity of enharmonic pivots since they can appear anywhere within a progression rather than being a product of an interval cycle that starts and ends a progression.

Example 3.15. Non-chord tones in mm. 5–7 of “Volkovo Cemetery.”
Aside from methods of transpositional and orthographical organization, *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano* has examples of non-chord tones within Roslavets’s “NEW SYSTEM.” Measure 7 of “Kuk” contains a series of synthetic harmony with non-chord tones that appear with a metric and textural change in the accompaniment. In Example 3.15 Roslavets utilizes his *standard method of orthographical transition* in “Volkovo Cemetery” to resolve non-chord tones. Measures 5–7 contains a series of chords with the rhythmic motive of the (013569) synthetic chord, yet contain seven notes. These seven-note chords belong to different set classes from the three main synthetic chords and disrupt the harmonic continuity of the song. In m. 5 the E-flat and G-flat serve as accented non-chord tones that resolve up a semitone and create a (013569) synthetic chord. Measures 6–7 contain C-flat as an accented non-chord tone that also resolves up by semitone to create a (013579) chord. As in m. 11, (013579) chords fall into the same category since they share the same rhythmic motive and only differ by one semitone. Roslavets’s treatment of the non-chord tones contrasts with the “CLASSIC” system’s standard of resolving flat notes downward. Instead, Roslavets’s resolves the non-chord tones in the song using his *standard method of orthographical transition*: flat notes move to natural or double flat spellings. Thus, the resolution of the non-chord tones in mm. 5–7 (E-flat, G-flat, and C-flat) resolve up by semitone.

Example 3.16 shows another instance of the non-chord tones in m. 7 of “Kuk.” The presence of chords with more than seven different pitches at the texture change supports the notion of non-chord tones in the harmony. Chord 1 contains B-flat as a non-chord tone that resolves up by semitone to B-natural in the upper voice to create a (0134689) harmony. This resolution up by step mirrors Roslavets’s treatment of non-chord tones in mm. 5–7 of “Volkovo Cemetery” (Example 3.5). Chord 2 contains two non-chord tones the B-natural and the G-flat. Here, the B-flat
Example 3.16. Non-chord tones in m. 7 of “Kuk.”

functions as a suspension from the previous chord that resolves simultaneously to the B-flat in the lower voice. The G-flat functions as a non-chord tone, but does not contain a resolution. Roslavets’s uses another suspension in chord 3 with the E-natural of chord 2 resolving to E-flat in the lower voice in order to form a (0134689) harmony. After measure 7 the harmony continues without non-chord tones throughout the rest of the song. Although the harmony remains constant throughout “Kuk.” Roslavets utilizes different types of enharmonic pivots to shift the orthography. Measure 5 features a single pitch as the enharmonic pivot that shifts the music from natural spelling to sharp spelling within a single harmony.

Analyzing *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano* through set-class and voice-leading approaches reveals the ways in which Roslavets sought to break with past compositional traditions and expand his “NEW SYSTEM.” *Cyclic transposition* reveals goal oriented paths amongst synthetic harmonies and accentuates the importance of orthography through the use of enharmonic pivots. *Derivative transposition* illustrates a deeper level of harmonic organization
present in Roslavets early synthetic compositions. *Varied transposition* accentuates the flexibility of the “NEW SYSTEM” and highlights methods of harmonic organization outside of transpositional levels. Roslavets’s musical settings of poetry by Burlyuk, Severyanin, Bolshakov, Gnedov in *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano* synthesizes poetic and musical experimentation that was sought out by the Russian Futurist movement.
CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION

The works by Arthur Lourié and Nikolay Roslavets examined in this thesis represent opposite means of compositional experimentation during the height of the Russian Futurist movement. Lourié hearkened to Russian folk influences that challenge the boundaries of tonality through the use of *peremennost’* in *Azbuka* and *Corona Carminum Sacrorum*. Roslavets invented his own system of composing with synthetic chords in order to free himself from past artistic trends that were despised by both Futurist groups. Although my analysis provided insight into the compositional trends used during the Russian Futurist movement there are still many works of theirs, and their contemporaries, that merit analytical attention. Unfortunate political circumstances led to Roslavets’s and Lourié’s artistic demise within their homeland. Their works were written out of history books and only recently scholars in the West have brought their works back from obscurity. It is my hope that this thesis has shown the value of these composers’ musical contributions and inspires others in my field to continue the revitalization of Arthur Lourié and Nikolay Roslavets.

As my analyses have shown, Lourié’s and Roslavets’s different methods of composition synthesized literary and artistic ideals of the Russian Futurist movement (1913–1917). Lourié’s *Azbuka* and *Corona Carminum Sacrorum* highlighted the composers’ shift to “new simplicity” and focused on Russian and religious elements after Lourié’s experimental music and conversion to Catholicism in 1913. Roslavets’s *Four Compositions for Voice and Piano* reveals early methods of harmonic and orthographical organization in his system of composing with synthetic chords.

---

Lourié’s compositional method can be explained using Russian theoretical approaches. The songs discussed in this thesis make a consistent use of peremennost’, especially in the “Ave Maria” and “Salve Regina” from Corona Carminum Sacrorum and “The Syllables in the Chant” and “About the Blind” from Azbuka. All four songs fluctuate between A minor and C major rather than containing one, concrete key center. “Ave Maria” contains Kholopov’s modality type mutability in that the accompaniment mirrors the fluctuations between A minor and C major outlined in the melodic line. I show that the avoidance of cadences in either mutable center in the triadic accompaniment strengthens the mutability created by the melody. “Salve Regina” has the same harmonic areas gravitating around A minor, C major, E minor, and C major, but contains Miasoedov’s proto-harmony in the shift from A-center Aeolian to E-centered Phrygian in the middle of the piece. The primarily monophonic texture of “The Syllables in the Chant” exemplified the importance of monophony generating mutability according to Yavorskiy’s Theory of Modal Rhythm. “About the Blind” demonstrated the significance of pitch centricity in Kholopov’s modality type mutability through the presence of the pitch E in every measure of the song.

As discussed in Chapter 3, Roslavets’s early method of composing involves synthetic chords that are organized by transpositions of different levels in Four Compositions for Voice and Piano. I defined three types of transposition: cyclic, derivative, and varied and reveal their functions in defining the harmonic and orthographical landscapes of the songs using set class and voice-leading analyses. Cyclic transposition uses interval cycles in conjunction with enharmonic pivots to shift to different orthographical areas within a song. Derivative transposition highlighted a deeper level of harmonic organization in Roslavets’s early work and functions to transition between synthetic harmonies belonging to different set classes. Varied transposition contained less organization but often features horizontal paths between voices of chords to generate har-
monic continuity. Progressions with *varied transposition* featured different types of enharmonic pivots that appear as a single pitch or adjacent chords in a progression that move the music to a different orthographical area.

While both composers used different compositional methods, each was part of a loosely defined artistic movement—Russian Futurism—that sought to create new artistic paths within the newly formed Soviet Union. Although the movement was short-lived, it produced some of the most unique and interesting compositions. The very difference in artistic approaches made the movement one of the most intriguing at the fin de siècle. I hope that my study is only one of many to follow that will explore some of the even lesser known artists of Russian Futurism, including Stanchinskiy, Mosolov, and Rebikov.
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APPENDIX: TRANSLATIONS OF THE ROSLAVETS SONGS

Translation of “Volkovo Cemetery” (Burlyuk)⁹⁸

Всё кладбище светит тускло,  
Будто низкий скрытный дом.  
Жизни прошлой злое русло,  
Затенившееся льдом.  
Над кладбищем зыбки виснут.  
В зыбках реют огоньки.  
Умудренный жест руки.  
Ветр качает колыбельки.  
Шелест стонов шорох скрип.  
Плачет, сеет пылью мелкий  
Дождик ветки лип.

The entire cemetery is lit dimly,  
as if a low, hidden home.  
Evil course of a past life  
stretched over by ice.  
Above the cemetery cradles hang.  
In these cradles shine lights.  
In each span mud will be moved  
by the wise gesture of the hand.  
Wind shakes cradles.  
Rustle, moan, swish, creak.  
Cries, covered with tiny dust  
rain these linden branches.

Translation of “You Carry Love in an Elegant Bottle” (Bolshakov)

Выносите любовь в изысканном флаконе,  
В гранёном хрустале смеющейся души.  
В лазурных розах глаз улыбка сердца тонет.  
В лазурных розах глаз – бутоны роз тиши.  
Духи стихов в мечту, пленительных в изыске,  
Пролив на розы глаз в лазурных розах глаз,  
Вы шептали мне, вы шептали близко,  
То, что шептали вы, о, много, много раз.  
Вы носите любовь в изысканном флаконе,  
В гранёном хрустале смеющейся души.  
И запах роз мечты моей не похоронит,  
Что шептали вы, что сказано в тиши.

You carry love in an elegant bottle,  
in the laughing soul’s cut crystal.  
In the eyes’ azure roses the smile of the heart sinks.  
In the eyes’ azure roses- rose buds of silence.  
Scent of poems into a dream, captivating excess,  
spilling onto the eyes’ roses in the azure roses of the  
eyes,  
you whispered to me, you whispered closely,  
that which you whispered, oh, many, many times.  
You carry love in an elegant bottle,  
in the laughing soul’s cut crystal.  
And the smell of roses will not bury my dream,  
that, which you whispered, which was spoken in  
silence.

Translation of “Daisies” (Severyanin)

О, посмотреть! как много маргариток—  
И там, и тут...  
Они цветут; их много; их избыток;  
Они цветут  
Их лепестки трехгранные— как крылья,  
О, look! How many daisies-  
and there, and here...  
they bloom; there’s many; their abundance;  
they bloom.  
Their triangle petals-like wings,

⁹⁸ Translations are by Aleksandra Drozzina.
Как белый шелк...
Вы—лета мощь! Вы—радость изобилия!
Вы—светлый полк!
Готовь, земля, цветам из рос напиток,
Дай сок стеблю…
О, девушки! о, звезды маргариток!
Я вас люблю...

like white silk…
You—summer’s might! You—joy of overabundance!
You—light army!
Prepare, earth, drink dew from the flowers,
Give the juice to the stem…
Oh, girls! Oh, stars of daisies!
I love you…

Translation of “Kuk!” (Gnedov)

Кук!
Я.
А стрепет где?
Гнезда перепельи разбухли,
Птенцы желторотили лес...
Кук!
Я.
Стрепетили стрепетки уныво—

Лес желтевел белого ...
Дай сок стеблю…
Куковала кука:
Кук!
Галоче становил Бук—
Кук его—Гук!
А где же стрепета?

Kuk!
I.
And where is the little bustard?
Nests of bustard’s are swollen,
baby birds make the forest yellow…
Kuk!
I.
The little bustards were making sound without energy—
the forest was becoming yellow…
The bird was going “kuk”: 

Kuk!
Someone was sighing—
his kuk—guk!
And where is the sound commoition?
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